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Background:

Stephen Ashley, the Member Manager of The Hub
(http://www.yalsa.ala.org/thehub/), YALSA’s YA collections blog, has
provided the Board with a semi-annual report. The purpose of the
blog is to provide an online resource for teens to use to find reading
recommendations. This blog focuses on providing information about
materials and resources related to collection development and content
curation.

Action Required:

Consent

Overview
Several things are currently going quite well for the Hub. Selected Lists and the Hub Reading
Challenge are both running well, and we've had a spike in page views since starting both.
Recruiting and retaining new bloggers outside of Selected Lists continues to be a challenge, but
the recent call for contributors has yielded a lot of interest, and I'm hopeful for the next few
months.
Pageviews (January to May 2018)
Month
Posts
January
8
February
6
March
22
April
21
May
24

Views
34,310
32,208
44,023
38,710
37,070

Most viewed posts in the last 90 days
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Referrals from the last 90 days
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Contributors
All of the 2019 selected lists blogging teams are in place. All four teams, including coordinators,
combined make up a total of 59 bloggers. Regular Hub contributors are still in flux, but after the
recent call for contributors, I have reached out to approximately 20 potential bloggers and I am
hopeful that we will have a lot of new voices soon.
Report on Goals
Transition of Selected Lists to the Hub
The 2019 Selected Lists blogging teams are in full swing. Each team is fully staffed and
providing regular posts about title nominations. Currently, nominations are being posted on the
following schedule:
Tuesdays - Quick Picks
Wednesday - Amazing Audiobooks
Thursday - Great Graphic Novels
Friday - Best Fiction for Young Adults
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Each post currently has between one and three titles, depending on how many posts each team
has banked. By sharing nominations this way, Hub readers and library staff are getting
information about important, quality titles throughout the year. They also have a predictable
schedule for seeing new nominations in a specific list, which should keep the amount of
posts/nominations from getting too unwieldy.
Reading Challenge
The 2018 Reading Challenge is underway and will finish at the end of June. Approximately 200
people are participating. The challenge started a bit later this year, and I received many questions
and comments about it before it started, so it is definitely something Hub readers are interested in
and something I will do again next year.
Coverage
I'm hoping to have more non-Selected Lists posts once new bloggers have officially signed on.
I'm also exploring ways for how to use the selected lists nominations to create themed lists.
Themed lists tend to be popular, so I'm hoping to take the nominated titles and make lists that
will give Hub readers that content but also promote the Selected Lists teams' work.
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